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Santa’s Legend 

This is Santa’s legend and 

how he brought Christmas to our life 

 

                               13th of December, 10 a.C. 

´´Wake up Santa´´ shouted a tall and strong man, trying to wake his son up, because 

they have to go to the forest to chop down trees for the wood fire and cook the food. 

The father was a woodcutter, also known as Mr. Claus. Both of them went to the 

family shop with the trees that Mr. Claus chopped down for making wood toys. 2 

minutes later he started to shape wood in toys and he gave one with a deer shape to 

her son. “How would you like to name him?” Asked the father, ´´thank you dad" said 

Santa, I will call him Rudolf. " 

Some days later… 

- ´´Dad I have...WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU DAD!!??´´, asked Santa while his 

father lied on the floor 

- ´´I´m feel weak and can bearly breath´´, said Mr. Claus 

- ´´What can I do for you?´´ asked Mr. Claus´s son 

- ́ ´I think I have pneumonia, Could you to go to the dark forest and bring some 

ingredients to make a remedy for healing me?´´ 

- ´´the dark forest? Asked Santa. That is the biggest forest all over the world 

and dangerous animals like wolfs and bears live in there. I heard that mystical beings 

live there. They call themselves the “elves”, said Santa frightened. 

- ´´Come one, please son, go there!´´ screamed Mr. Claus desperate. 

So Santa went to the dark forest for ingredients to save his father from the 

pneumonia. 

 

After two days walking, finally Santa arrived to the Dark Forest. ´´Now I need 

to know which ingredients I have to pick up ´´ he said. Santa looked into his 

backpack, and his father note about all ingredients required for making his medicine 

included: grapefruit seeds, blue flowers that grows next to lakes, small black 

mushrooms, and two branches of eucalyptus, but in the list there was another 

ingredient that Santa had never heard nor seen before: That ingredient was a different 

flower because it had no color and shone and it was in the top of a dark and dreary 

mountain. This night was no moon in sight, it was really very dark, but Santa made 

him courage and went to the mountain to take that strange flower. 
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When Santa arrived to the top of the mountain, he heard something like a voice 

that ask for help. Santa run to the shouting voice, and when he arrived to the origin 

of noises, he met an elf asking for help due to he has had an accident and remained 

trapped behind a branch. Santa picked the branch up, and leaved elf in freedom. 

Thankful for the help, the elf invited Santa to his little town. Santa agreed to go, and 

in the way he told the elf about what he was looking for: the brilliant flower to heal 

his father. 

Elves offered Santa as gifts “a magic bag and a reindeer sleigh that could fly” 

and they told him that he could use them ever after for making happy any person. 

Santa went back home, and heal his father with the magic bag. And since then 

every anniversary of his father healing, he gives presents to other as a gratitude 

action. 

 


